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Substitution Theory Comparison Theory Interaction Theory Conceptual Metaphor Theory

Definition Substitution of one word for 
another based on perceived 
resemblance

A whole phrase that says one 
thing but means another
(alt: a condensed simile)

Utterance that expresses new insight 
through the simultaneous interaction 
of two ideas seemingly in 
contradiction (tension)

“Cross-domain mapping”
Conceptualizing one kind of thing in 
terms of another

  • Lexical scope Single word Phrase Any discourse unit Any discourse unit

  • Rhetorical function Decorative/aesthetic trope Decorative/aesthetic trope Surplus of meaning Verbalization of a cognitive structure

  • Basis Similarity Similarity Tension Similarity + Tension

Identification Presence of a figurative 
word used in an 
unusual/abnormal way

Figurative idea (stated)
Literal idea (unstated)
Implicit comparison

Tenor: author’s (usually literal) intent
Vehicle: verbal form (usually figur.)
Associated commonplaces + tension

Target and Source domains
Tension at the syntactic or pragmatic 
levels (e.g., componential semantics)

Interpretation Reverse substitution
100% match in meaning

Literal paraphase of figurative 
idea = 100% of meaning behind 
the figurative idea

Understanding the tenor through 
exploring its interaction with the 
vehicle (and the resulting tension)

Mapping from SOURCE to TARGET
Root/conceptual metaphors
Blending/conceptual integration

Diagram

Matt 4:19 illus. “I will make you fishers of 
men evangelists”

“I will task you with preaching 
to attract men to the gospel”

Challenges in ministry … lifelong 
vocation … times of success and 
failure … etc.

Selecting and filtering elements of the 
“fishing” source to describe apostolic 
(and modern church?) ministry

Problems More complex syntax?
Word meaning fallacy?
Purely decorative?

Paraphrase accuracy?
Why use metaphor at all if 
purely decorative?

How to identify tenor and vehicle?
Methodological rigor in interp.?
Inconsistent/confusing labels?

Mental or linguistic?
Work for novel metaphors?
Cognitive linguistics baggage?

Key principles 1. Linguistic utterance
2. Speaker/hearer drawn into 
same interpretive pattern

3. Two ideas with some basis of 
similarity

4. Two ideas in tension
5. Surplus of meaning

6. Target domain is conceptualized in 
terms of a source domain
7. Domains incorporate bkd info

Entire 
sentence

Literal word

“Metaphor”

Substitution

=

Figurative word

SOURCE TARGET

Metaphorical utterance

Idea 1 Idea 2

Information A’

Information B’

Information C’

Information A
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Metaphorical utterance

Literal paraphrase

Figurative idea Literal idea≈

Translation=
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Meaning

Idea 1 (vehicle) Idea 2 (tenor)

Literal paraphrase>
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“Fishers of Men” Illustration under CMT Case Study: Atonement Metaphors

John 1:29 “Behold, the Lamb of 
God, who takes away the sin of the 
world! 

Heb 9:11–12  But when Christ 
appeared as a high priest of the good 
things that have come, then through 
the greater and more perfect tent 
(not made with hands, that is, not of 
this creation) he entered once for all 
into the holy places, not by means of 
the blood of goats and calves but by 
means of his own blood, thus 
securing an eternal redemption. 

Heb 13:11  For the bodies of those 
animals whose blood is brought into 
the holy places by the high priest as 
a sacrifice for sin are burned outside 
the camp. So Jesus also  suffered 
outside the gate in order to sanctify 
the people through his own blood. 
Therefore let us go to him outside 
the camp and bear the reproach he 
endured. 

2 Cor 5:21  For our sake he made 
him to be sin who knew no sin, so 
that in him we might become the 
righteousness of God. 

Other case studies
● Justification Metaphors: mapping the source domains of 

righteousness, law court, and covenant
● Paul’s corporate metaphors: mapping the source domains of human 

body, building, temple

Cases of non-use of metaphor
● Divine Sonship / filiation language
● Others
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